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Abstract: One of the complicated tasks is to detect & remove
Shadow from single images of aerial images. Significant research
is being carried out on various techniques of shadow detection.
Over past decades, many shadow identification & removal
approaches have been applied. Shadows are optical effects that
arise when a region in the scene occurs when the primary light.
Shadows are all over around us, so there is no confusion by their
appearance. In this paper we provide an overview of the different
methods used in the aerial images to identify & eliminate shadows
& also provide their comparative study.

The purpose of removing the shadow is to get a
shadow-free image. Shadow reduction is a crucial function for
further analysis and image recognition. Shadow reduction is
particularly important to Earth's remote sensing. Due to
shadowed field collection, the quality of satellite & aerial
photographs can be significantly improved. The artefacts are
becoming more evident in the shadowed area.

Keywords: Shadow detection; Shadow removal; Aerial
images;.

I. INTRODUCTION

There has been vast growth from the last decade or more, in
analyzing high resolution imagery as various applications due
to the availability of high spatial satellites for earth reflection
& rapid development of air platforms such as airships or
unmanned air vehicles. The surface features of urban areas are
quite complex, with a large array of artifacts & vegetation,
like high buildings, bridges & woodlands, creating high
objects. The shadow regions are the area produced by the
darkening of an object light source. The shadow regions can
either help or complicate the interpretation of the scene,
depending on whether they model the shadow or neglect it. It
can help identify objects & recognize their appearance if the
shadows are identified & eliminated. It helps to determine the
boundaries of objects & ground contact[1 ] as shown in fig.
Reflections are divided into two that are reflections of
themselves & cast shadows[2] as shown in fig 2. There are
two forms of cast shadows-umbra & penumbra as shown in
fig[3]. Such regions are formed because of multiple lighting.
The umbra is created because it completely blocks the direct
light. Yet penumbra is produced by blocking the direct light
partially. Shadows degrade the image segmentation & pattern
recognition accuracy when remote sensing images are
decoded & analyzed. Shadow detection & removal plays an
vital role in aerial camera applications.

Fig. 1 The local region appears with vague features,
contrasting the surfaces of the same substance to locate
outlines. [1].
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Fig 2. Different types of shadow
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Fig 3. Principle of shadow formation[10].
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
A lot of work has been devoted to the identification &
elimination of shadows. Many effective algorithms have been
developed to process single images of natural scenes.
Classification of current shadow detection techniques into
two classes[ 3] is loosely possible: model-based &
shadow-based approaches. In order to create shadow
models[4],[5 ] the first group uses prior information including
situation, moving targets, and camera altitude. In certain
unique scene settings, such as aerial image analysis & video
tracking, this group of methods is often used. The second set
of approaches describes shadow areas with details like gray
scale, light, contrast. The two approaches incorporate an
enhanced algorithm[ 6]. Next, the shadow regions will be
measured on the basis of the space coordinates of buildings
determined from computer models & the sun's altitude &
azimuth. The threshold value is then calculated from the
shadow area's average gray value in order to accurately
describe a shadow. Nonetheless, data such as scene & camera
height is typically not readily accessible. Therefore, most
algorithms based on shadow detection are color-based. For
example, the shadow region has a low gray picture, and a
threshold can be used to differentiate between shadow and the
shadow area from two pinnacles within the histogram of gray
frame data[6][8].Shadows have been detected by a light-filled
invariance model which, through some neutral interfsace, can
obtain a comparatively complete shading pattern from a
complex scene & draw the shadowless image[ 9],[10].
In the corresponding study[11] multiple methods for
improving shadows, such as gamma correction, LCC, &
histogram correction, were studied. An analysis based on the
study of this relationship was developed based on a linear
relationship between shadow classes and the corresponding
non-shadow classes[12]. A combined region-based approach
is also used to measure the disparity between shadow and
non-shadow of the same kind in order to identify and remove
the shadow in a single image[13]. Apart from the above
techniques, multisource data can be used to extract shadows.
For example, from the area of concern of a picture & from
some other image at a unlike time shadow pixels can be
identified. Non shadows are then used to remove the shadow
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in the corresponding area. For images of low-closure[ 7],[ 14]
and[ 15], this latter method is useful.
Authors[16] present this like the question of image region
labeling where every area represents with a super pixel group.
We train the Last-Squares support vector (LSSVM) kernel for
the detachment of shadow & non-shadow regions to forecast
each region's name. In combination with kernel / classifier
parameters, the validation error is reduced from start to finish.
Optimizing the validation failure is usually difficult, but can
be done effectively under our umbrella. Two challengeous
shadow datasets, UCF & UIUC, have been tested to show that
the approaches in our area are more complex.
A recent extensive Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN)
is being presented for authors in [ 17 ] to address the
challenging issue of image shadow detection. Prior shadow
detection methods are designed to understand the local
presence of shadow areas while using limited local context
reasoning in a conditional random field as pair-like ability.
The suggested opposing approach is in comparison capable of
modeling higher levels of relationships & global scene
characteristics. Authors in[ 18] examined satellite images of
high resolution provide an enormous amount of information.
Shadows in such pictures cause real detection & extraction
problems. While the signals reported in the shadow area are
low, they can still be recovered. Significant work has already
been done in the direction of shadow detection, but accurate
classification of vegetative pixel shadow pixels remains a
problem since dark vegetation areas in some cases are still not
identified as shadows. A new image index for shadow
detection using multiple bands is established in this
document.
Shadows, created by clouds, trees, & buildings, degrade the
precision of many remote sensing tasks including image
recognition, improvements in detection, identification of
objects, etc. Authors explore the shadow detection of
complex scenes in this article. In contrast to traditional
methods that only use pixel information, this approach
combines model with observational indications. First, to
model and extract the occulption map in a picture, we
improve our previous bright channel (BCP). Method[19] for
both natural & satellite images is appropriate
Shadows may occlude objects in highly resolution
panchromatic satellite images, particularly in urban scenes, to
reduce or lose their detail. Shadow removal is an important
processing method for the analysis & application of the
images[20] to recover the occluded details of objects. Authors
in [21] suggested an approach to shadow removal focused on
a subregion that suits the transition of illumination. The HSI
color model is used to identify the shadows with a ratio chart.
The Otsu method for obtaining a coarse shadow mask was
applied over the histogram of the ratio plot. Then the
segmentation is carried out of the shadowed & lit regions &
the subregion based on the textural & spatial distance of each
segment.
A 3-band color image processing method was suggested by
authors in[22]. Next, they find a single scalar image feature
that continually depends on light, color and intensity
reflections & changes.
Using the mean shift algorithm, segment the image in[ 23].
Instead they measure the trust that each area is in darkness,
using a qualified classifier.
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Categorization results are used to construct a section table and
segmentation is used to solve the classification of shadow and
non-shadow areas. The shadow reduction approach is based
on a simple shadow model where lighting consists of direct
light & light setting.
A new method is proposed in[24 ] to remove shadows from a
single image, based on the affine shadow formation model.
The model parameters are estimated by a mask of shadowed
& lit regions. Instead, to create a shadow-free image, a
pyramid-based restore process is implemented. Shadow
reduction algorithms have been applied in recent years to data
received from multiple spacecraft from remote sensing.
Auhtors in[ 25] suggested an approach to shadow elimination
in dynamic color remote sensing photographs of urban areas
based on HSV color model. Shadows are observed using a
generic index of difference & corresponding thresholding
based on the process of Otsu. Such buffer areas ' mean &
variation is used to account for the shadow regions.

Authors in[26] suggested an internal profile outline (IOOPL)
that fits the algorithm to eliminate satellite images from
shadows. The characteristics of the shadow are evaluated
through image segmentation. The authors in[27] suggested
the following algorithm to obtain a shadow-free aerial image.
First, to evaluate a coarse shadow map, they use the
hue-to-intensity ratio. Better transformation is then applied in
order to obtain a precise shadow mask. The pixel-wise
function of each image pixel extracts the shadow from the
image by a scaling factor.
III. DISCUSSION
Both approaches have pros & cons, except physical
information-fixing mechanisms. Figure 4 depicts the
comparison of various methods use for shadow detection .

Fig 4. Comparison of shadow detection results[28]
Sr.
No
.

Techniqu
e

Idea

Pro

Cons

1

Intensity

Standard
deviation
is
computed
for
ratio value. terms
are set for a
shadowed pixel.

Pixel intensity
function
without
any
other
assumptions is
calculated
directly from
the data
Simple & fast.

The
pixel
intensity
value is
fictile to
classificati
on
changes.
Post-proces
sing
is
important
as
the
results
could
be
incoherent
or
distorted,
and holes,
noise etc.
There are
chances of
misclassifi
cation.
Shadows of
small
objects
are missed
sometimes.

2

Threshold

Predefined
threshold
histogram-based
threshold
standard used for
evaluating white
and dark pixels.

Classificat
ion

Classification
techniques like
SVM
are used based on
the
properties
possessed
by shadow pixels.

Can
detect
probable
shadow
boundaries
accurately.
Simple
and easy to
implement.
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3

Geometric
Properties

Sets of geometric
features
are
matched.

Effective
detection
under
simulated and
controlled
environment.

4

Chromatic
ity

Hue & saturation
combined
together are
known
as
chromaticity.

Highly
accurate.
Can
select
proper
features
for
shadow.
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Method
will be
ineffective
when
geometric
representati
on of
object will
change.
Tends to
misclassify
.
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V. CONCLUSION
5

Textu
re

6

Color

7

8

Regio
n
Growi
ng

Susan
Algori
thm

Takes in account
the
similarity between
background and
shadow texture as
well
as
the
difference
in foreground and
background
textures.
Color tune value of
shadow
&
background
same but different
Intensity. Color
differences
of
shadowed
pixel
&
background
pixels as well as
illumination
Invariance
are used.
Standard
deviation and
Mean are
calculated.

Video
highway
data with
avi format, Edge is
detected
from
Susan
method.

Accurate
results
under stable
illuminatio
n
conditions.

Reliable
technique
for
Colored
images.

Poor
performance
for
outdoor scenes
as
texture
capturing is
difficult.
Difficult to
implement.
It takes more
time for
computation.
Fails when
saturation of
shadow &
background is
same.

In this article, we provided an extensive survey of aerial
shadows, shadow detection & removal from a single image
with different geometric characteristics and texture with
different reflection parameters remains an extremely difficult
problem shadow detection and deletion. It is known that
Shadows are all around us & their existence never confuses
us. Tracking or detecting moving objects is at the heart of
many image sequence applications.
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